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All this snow and no holidays? What&apos;s a stranded human to do?Create a new holiday, of

course. Georgie and the other women decide to bring some new traditions and cheer to the sa-khui.

More babies are born, presents are exchanged, and a new romance blossoms between a human

woman desperate for a change, and the alien determined to protect her.This 25,000 word novella is

NOT intended as a stand-alone. Looking for a place to start? Try ICE PLANET BARBARIANS, book

one in the series.
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I absolutely loved this holiday novella! We have Claire getting her butt out of a very unhealthy

relationship and into Ereven's arms. We have more babies, the creation of a "new game" and a

holiday, No Poison Day, and a sneak peek into a romance I am really looking forward to, that of

Haeden and Josie, they are such great characters. I do have a question( or two) maybe it's a bit of a

suggestion. Not that I am a writer, or trying to tell the author what to do, since she obviously knows

her stuff. So, here goes. Why don't they spend the brutal season at the coast where it is not so

brutal? Or, even go there for hunting more often? the added shellfish/ fish to their diet would seem



to be wanted/ needed since there is only so much choice for food on an ice planet. Maybe a singles

vacation? After being there for so long, Claire didn't even really know Ereven, so a singles gathering

would be interesting. I'm sure many will tell me to hush and let the author write the stories, but I

can't stop thinking about the coastal area of the planet now that we have been given a peek into

what it is like. Anywhoo, I highly recommend this series. Each and every story is well told and the

characters are fully developed. An enjoyable read from start to finish.

Overall Rating: 4.5 Rockinâ€™ â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜†Ice Planet Holiday, by Ruby Dixon continues

with the day to day lives of the couples we adore and want to know better from the previous books!

Itâ€™s that time of year on Not-Hoth, the frozen ice planet where humans and aliens alike need a

holiday gathering to lift their spirits after the long brutal season.Georgie and Vektal lead the way for

a hodgepodge holiday celebration that soon becomes known as the â€œNo Poison Dayâ€• because

the Earth tradition of using mistletoe to gain a favor from your significant other is misunderstood by

the aliens. Itâ€™s a comical misinterpretation that will have you in stitches and rolling with laughter.

Both clans are brought back together for the holiday with gift giving, feasting and new games! That

bring out the competitive nature in a few. Some of the women have their bundles of joy and love is

in the air for a new unknown couple.This story is a blissfully happy read. Ruby Dixonâ€™s Ice Planet

Barbarians series is a must read for me and my growing library.

A brief guide to getting through the "No Poison Day" season...1. Give, throw or generally leave in

her vicinity; herbs and other various plants that are not poisonous. This shows a female you care

enough not to kill her and she will kiss you.2. All the males (and any interested females) strip down

to the waist and run around in a hot sweaty display of muscular soccer skills for the enjoyment of

onlookers.3. Males run at each other in a grappling move like elk, ramming their horns together in a

display of strength to create loud booming noises instead of bells.4. Decorate a desolate fluffy

topped pink tree with colorful dyed seeds.5. Make secretive gifts to show your affection for others.6.

Eat the first sweets known to Not-Hoth.I thought I'd be a bit disappointed with a short novella in one

of my current favorite series, that it would just leave me wanting more but was pleasantly surprised.

I would of course love to have had more details of Claire's relationship and a male point of view but

for a new story to have been released so soon after Barbarian Mine, I'll make allowances. I enjoyed

the details of everyday life in the tribe and revisiting couples from past books. As usual I'm charmed

by the way the barbarians are confused with whatever the human women are trying to explain. If I

was put on the spot and asked to explain why mistletoe is specifically used to be able to kiss



someone at Christmas, without google, I would flounder as well. Trying to make sense of most of

what humans do is ridiculous if you think about it. I just spent 4 entire days assembling and

decorating a huge fake tree that I'll have to turn around and disassemble next month. Explain that to

a primitive cave hunter warrior type and see what they make of it. It's obvious that eventually

Haeden and Josie will end up together but I admit I don't like them as a couple. I'm hoping for a

twist that puts them both with other people.

This was a cute, sweet treat for fans of this series. It's quick but fun and has lots of hawl-day spirit!

Food, fun, family, football, and maybe some tension or hurt feelings (I mean, what's the holidays

without some head-butting?), just like on Earth, and now on Not-Hoth with our favorite blue aliens. A

sweet and sexy catch up with the characters, touching base again, and seeing how some things

may go in the future.

I have loved every single story in this series and this one was no exception.Laughter, hot sexy

times, babies, love, and more laughter as those blue alien hunks try and figure out what their human

mates are wanting to celebrate.Loved catching up with everyone and I am looking forward to the

next in this wonderfully awesome series.

I figured why quit before I get to the Christmas Special. Itâ€™s a rather quick read, but it felt like

about the length of the first one. For some reason Goodreads lists it as book 4.5, but  says itâ€™s

book 5, and that makes more sense. It was fun seeing the women trying to bring the holiday spirit to

the tribe, and trying to explain customs that really just have no explanation. This oneâ€™s rotating

view if between the women, and we get to see how theyâ€™re coming along on the planet, and

dealing with their babies, and pregnancy, and their sort of marriages which is really sweet. However,

it is mainly about Claire, which we have seen before, mainly in the 3rd book when Kira tried to talk

to her about her relationship with Bek. Itâ€™s nice to see what her deal was, and it was a good

switch up on Dixonâ€™s part to show that not all the women are being treated like princesses.

Claireâ€™s in a situation a lot of people can relate to to some degree, being trapped in a

relationship and unsure how to get out, and it was a good development for the series. Though now I

just hope Dixon will tell us whatâ€™s up with Josie and Haeden, because I know that would just be

a great story to read.
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